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Welcome	
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About	Jan	Kelley	
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Our	mission	is	to	bring	out	the	best	in	each	

other	and	our	clients,	every	day.	
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So	why	the	big	challenge?	
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People	simply	expect	more.	
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Why	have		
expectaLons	changed?	
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efficiency	
consumers	as	audience	
one	to	many	
interrupLon	

effecLveness	
consumers	as	media	

one	to	one	
uLlity	
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Enabling	the	customer	buying	process	
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storydoing		
vs.		

storytelling	
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Finding	The	Ideal	Customer	

•  Understand	need/interest		
•  One	to	one		
•  Serving	up	the	right	content		

in	the	right	context	
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The	Buyer	Journey	
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The	challenge	is	that	we	don’t	always	
know	how	long	our	buyer’s	journey	can	

be….	

…however,	measurement	can	help	
provide	insight,	and	inform	strategy		
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IMMEDIATE	RETURN	
ENVIRONMENT	

Hungry		>>		Eat	something		>>		SaLsfied	

Storm	rolls	in		>>		Take	shelter		>>		Safe	and	warm	

Predator	is	stalking		>>		Run	away		>>		Threat	is	gone	
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DELAYED	RETURN	
ENVIRONMENT	

Need	money	for	food/rent	etc.		>>	

Broken	relaLonship		>>	

Bad	work	situaLon		>>	

Need	to	lose	weight	>>	
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“The	act	of	measurement	takes	an	unknown	quan6ty	
and	makes	it	known.	When	you	measure	something,	
you	immediately	become	more	certain	about	the	
situa6on.	Measurement	won’t	magically	solve	your	
problems,	but	it	will	clarify	the	situa6on,	pull	you	out	of	
the	black	box	of	worry	and	uncertainty,	and	help	you	
get	a	grip	on	what	is	actually	happening.”	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	~James	Clear	
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Measurement:	Avoiding	the	
‘Wanamaker	Pigall’		
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‘Half	the	money	I	spend	on	
adver6sing	is	wasted;	the	
trouble	is	I	don't	know	which	
half.’	

	
~John	Wanamaker			
US	department	store	merchant	(1838	-	1922)		
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We’ve	never	had	access	to	more	data	than	we	do	now	
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“The	root	cause	of	failure	in	most	
marke6ng	campaigns	[sic]	
is…..the	lack	of	structured	
thinking	about	what	the	real	
purpose	of	the	campaign	is	and	a	
lack	of	an	objec6ve	set	of	
measures	with	which	to	iden6fy	
success	or	failure.”		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	~Avinash	Kaushik	
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How	do	we	idenLfy	markeLng	
success	or	failure?	
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Start	with	the	end	in	mind	
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awareness		
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market	share			
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sales	increase		
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Okay—I	know	that	I	want	to	sell	
more	and	make	money	and	I	think	I	
need	some	marke6ng	to	do	that	but	
I	don’t	know	where	to	start	or	how	

to	connect	the	dots.	
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Just	start	tracking	
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Measuring	Against	the	Buyer/
Customer	Journey	
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• The	most	important	metrics	KPIs	

• Used	to	guide	the	project	Metrics		

• Everything	that	can	
be	measured		Measurement		
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Metrics	aren’t	perfect			

“Metrics	may	been	seen	to	
be	‘the	thing	itself’	rather	
than	a	measure	of	
something.	A	thermometer	
in	water	does	not	show	the	
temperature	of	all	the	
water,	rather	it	shows	the	
temperature	at	a	single	
point.”	

	 	~	Gavin	Davies		
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A	measurement	framework	forces	you	to	
get	very	specific	with	your	markeLng	goals		
•  It's	important	to	set	goals	that	are	specific,	measurable,	anainable,	

realisLc,	and	Lme-bound.	Here	are	some	examples	of	goals	that	
need	more	work:	
–  I	want	more	website	visitors,	leads	and	sales.	
–  I	want	to	generate	a	larger	email	list.	
–  I	want	to	rank	number	one	in	Google.	
	

•  This	is	where	a	measurement	framework	helps—it	will	force	you	
to	develop	concrete	markeLng	goals	that	are	based	on	actual	
numbers	
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•  	26,921		(0.6%)	Website	

•  8,971					(0.5%)	Social	Media	

•  2,732						(0.6%)	Trade	show	
booths	

•  1,344						(0.4%)	Newspaper	ads	

•  460										(0.2%)	Referrals	

•  3,438							(0.4%)	Other	

Total	traffic		
43,935	

InteracLon	beyond	
first	touchpoint	

	9,000	
Contact	
239	

Sales	
22	

20.5%	
conversion	

2.7%	
conversion	

9.2%	
conversion	

TRAFFIC		CHANNEL	 %	MQLs	

Measurement	framework	
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Do	more	of	what	works….	

….and	less	of	what	doesn’t	work	
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MarkeLng	goal	seung	process	
example		
IdenLfy	how	much	
revenue	you	need	to	
generate	from	your	
inbound	markeLng	

efforts	

Determine	how	many	
sales	you	need	to	hit	
those	revenue	goals		

IdenLfy	your	closing	rate	
and	how	many	

opportuniLes	you	will	
need		

IdenLfy	how	many	SQL’s	
(sales	qualified	leads)	you	

need		

IdenLfy	how	many	MQL’s	
(markeLng	qualified	
leads)	you	need		

IdenLfy	how	many	
general	leads	you	need	

IdenLfy	how	much	traffic	
you	need	to	achieve	your	

goals	

Develop	your	inbound	
markeLng	budget		

Example:		
$600,000	gap	

96	x	50%	=	48	

Revenue	gap	
divided	by	
average	sale:		
$600,000/$50,
000=12	

48	x	25%	=	12	

192	x	50%	=	96	

500	x	40%	=	200	
20,000	x	2.5%	=	
500	

How	much	does	it	cost	to	
get	20,000	impressions?	
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measurement insights predictability
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Measurement	–	is	not	just	about	whether	or	not	we	
hit	the	goals.	It’s	the	insights	into	why	that	makes	

measurement	the	most	valuable	step.		
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CASE	STUDIES		
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Case	Study	#1	
Goal:	Use	paid	media	to	drive	traffic	to	the	client	
website	
	

1,478	clicks	on	digital	ads	 1,498	sessions	to	the	website			
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Case	Study	#2:	Energy	company	
Goal:	Re-build	subscripLon	base	to	30,000		

0	7	

741	

1133	1117	1112	1103	

911	884	925	945	
1004	
1127	

1263	
1190	
1247	1195	

1083	

1251	1292	

1050	
944	
1057	
1161	1130	

1022	1054	1045	
946	939	894	925	

998	962	935	
848	
906	871	861	903	

1000	

849	
777	780	

678	
739	768	775	

936	

113	
58	54	64	32	22	43	

88	56	40	39	19	41	61	58	45	60	44	25	18	52	68	

Number	of	Sessions	
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	Urjanet	is	a	tech	start	up	that	provides	the	big	energy	data	that	enables	companies	
and	organizaLons	to	make	smarter,	more	profitable	and	eco-friendly	energy	decisions.	
	
•  The	challenge:	Urjanet	is	a	fairly	recent	start	up	and	since	launching,	all	leads	

had	been	organic.	However,	as	the	company	matured,	the	need	to	anract	a	higher	
volume	of	prospects	grew.	

•  What	they	did:		
–  Examined	the	year’s	revenue	forecasts	to	determine	how	much	Urjanet	needed	to	generate	

per	quarter	and	the	number	of	leads	that	would	translate	to.	
–  They	then	determined	the	number	of	sales-accepted	leads,	sales	qualified	leads	and	closures	

needed.	
–  Created	a	content	strategy	around	their	buyer’s	journey.	
–  Built	a	markeLng	dashboard	to	evaluate	the	effecLveness	of	their	efforts.	

•  Results:	Through	their	efforts,	the	markeLng	team	boosted	leads	by	733%	and	
increased	sales	rep	human	interacLons	by	331%	
	

Case	Study	#3:		
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Measurement	checklist		
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Start	with	the	end	in	mind	
•  What	your	business	goals?	OR	how	are	you	
measuring	success?		

•  What	does	MY	customer’s	buyer	journey	look	like?		
•  Do	I	have	tracking	in	place	to	trace	my	customers	
through	their	buyer	journey?	

•  Can	I	be	agile	enough	to	quickly	adjust	my	tacLcs	to	
do	more	of	what’s	working	and	less	of	what’s	not	
working?	
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thank	you	
	


